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Microsoft SharePoint: Building Office 2007 Solutions in C# 2005 is the third edition of Scot Hillier's market-leading SharePoint book. This book features extensive updates to the previous edition, with a complete focus on SharePoint 2007 and its integration with the 2007 Microsoft Office System. It also features new approaches for using SharePoint to improve business efficiency as well as new workflow solutions for SharePoint and BizTalk, plus a new chapter on building a SharePoint solution from start to finish.
With this book, you'll gain intermediate-level guidance for designing and deploying business solutions based on Microsoft SharePoint 2007 technologies. Hillier defines the business cases and scenarios for these technologies. He also reviews the installation, configuration, and administration of business solutions based on Microsoft SharePoint technologies, and provides programming instruction, guidance, and examples for custom web parts and solutions.

About the Author

Scot Hillier is an independent consultant focused on SharePoint, the Microsoft Office System, and .NET technologies. Scot has authored eight books on Microsoft technologies over the last ten years, as well as numerous articles appearing in magazines and online. In addition to writing, Scot often presents nationally to analysts, decision makers, and developers. Scot is a former U.S. Navy submarine officer and graduate of the Virginia Military Institute. When not working, Scot can be found at home with his family, playing games and taking walks.
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Advertising, Promotion, and Other Aspects of Integrated Marketing CommunicationsSouth-Western College, 2006

	The field of marketing communications is ever-changing. Brand managers continually

	attempt to gain advantage over competitors and endeavor to achieve larger

	market shares and profits for the brands they manage. Marketing communications,

	or marcom, is just one element of the marketing mix, but advertising, promotions,...
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Being Geek: The Software Developer's Career HandbookO'Reilly, 2010

	
		As a software engineer, you recognize at some point that there's much more to your career than dealing with code. Is it time to become a manager? Tell your boss he’s a jerk? Join that startup? Author Michael Lopp recalls his own make-or-break moments with Silicon Valley giants such as Apple, Netscape, and Symantec in...
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The Theory of Materials FailureOxford University Press, 2013

	A complete and comprehensive theory of failure is developed for homogeneous and isotropic materials. The full range of materials types are covered from very ductile metals to extremely brittle glasses and minerals. Two failure properties suffice to predict the general failure conditions under all states of stress. With this foundation to...
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Pro .NET 2.0 XML (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2007
XML is the de facto language for communication within and between distributed applications, whether they're on the Internet or a corporate network. XML is successful because of two strengths: it has a highly-structured human readable format and it can be transmitted as pure text. No matter how disparate applications and their architectures may be,...
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Frommer's Bermuda 2010 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2009
As a team of veteran travel writers, Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince have produced numerous titles for Frommer’s, including guides to Italy, France, the Caribbean, England, Germany, and Spain. A film critic, newspaper columnist, and radio broadcaster, Porter is also a Hollywood biographer, author of at least four critically acclaimed...
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Programming Concurrency on the JVM: Mastering Synchronization, STM, and ActorsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	Speed. Aside from caffeine, nothing quickens the pulse of a programmer as
	much as the blazingly fast execution of a piece of code. How can we fulfill
	the need for computational speed? Moore’s law takes us some of the way,
	but multicore is the real future. To take full advantage of multicore, we need
	to program with concurrency...
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